LogBox 3
Art Nr 460017

PC Interface and LogBox

LogBox 3
2000 Family
PC Interface 232/485
Logfunction 10000 logs
Incl PC cable/serial/DB9
Incl Cable for 485 connection (BUS)
Incl Software ConlanXP
Incl 2 resistors 2,2 k Ohm
For Pull Up (12V-B) and Pull down (0V-A).

Pull up and pull down is an option.
Normally it is done in the Assembly box CVT 2 (through the Jumpers).

The BUS RS485 can be connected by screws (left) or by cable in the RJ10 (4/4) connector. The PC cable is to be connected in the RJ12 (6/6).

By the RJ10 you can connect the BUS to the assembly box into the RJ10. The assembly box CVT2, Art Nr. 460086 or the CVT3 Art Nr. 460089.